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Faculty to 
Pitch in for 
United Wav
Tim Dow kcr
News Wilier
Grand Valley and the United 
Way arc learning up lor the ihird 
year in a row u> raise money lor 
Kent and Ottawa county United 
Way programs.
The campaign is'mainly aimed 
at faculty anil stall'.
Jean Enright, Campaign Coor­
dinator, said die United Way needs 
students “not so much lor giving 
of money... We would like to 
encourage Grand \  alley students 
to become pan of the community 
as a volunteer.”
I Ins \ ear's campaign, " l ake il 
Personally," started Monday, Oc­
tober 2. and u ill run through Fri­
day, October 17.
There are about 7S “building 
captains” ensuing the entire 
campus. The captains arc all 
GVSU faculty and stall.
I lies ss ill be handing out liicra- 
laie containing ^pledge canN ac- 
>. , s'ding li1 Mane Noe. a men'll v i 
ol the looidm.iting iommitiee.
I ill. , u ol the bail line s aptailis 
had all oppol lump, to lout some 
ol tile K.lil ( i si Ills l imed \\  a. ‘s 
a.'em les lo gel a heller uml, i - 
standing ol the importune e ol the
piogi.mi
I Inman sei s i, e ageiu i.'s in Is >l11 
Kelil and ( tiiuss a ( \  mi lilies i , , eis e 
Iunds In'in die nmnes gcneiuied 
.il ( i \  St doii.ii.;ie -, i s i , . . to mi,‘
in l<mi p, <>plc in ihe n'lumii;,:-
I .asl \ ear the eampaign e.u n, d 
os el Sd.S.i11)11. I las s,  .a I he K. : ; 
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GVSU Spoils Bulldog's Hom ecom ing
PHOTO BY HOB COOl.FV
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G V  H ires 
F u ll T im e 
“OjDerator”
Kimberly Vnlacle
News Writer
The Computing Services Cen­
ter recently assumed responsibil­
ity I'orGVSU’s telephone charge- 
back system.
Ron Engle, formerly a telecom­
munications analyst for Foremost 
Insurance, was hired to oversee 
the program in the newly created 
position of telecommunications 
business manager.
The charge-back system the 
campus is currently utilizing rec­
ords every call made on the cam­
pus phone system.
It then stores the number called 
and the number where the call was 
placed from.
At the end of the month a pro­
gram is implemented that adds in 
the long distance fees and com­
putes the individual totals for each 
office. The hills are them sent out 
to each account.
In the past there has not been a 
person designated to specifically 
organize and oversee the program. 
As a result there have been prob­
lems.
“The people in charge belore 
had other jobs lo attend loand this 
wasn't their top prior its. Hills 
sscie being seni oul liui and three 
sseeks file, Fugle s.ud
Ingle's |oh entails controlling 
and maintaining die s\ stem and 
dei el. 'ping a u ! .,onuuunn aii. -its 
plan to ..in) GVSU into the 
; i's
"I lie phone s\ si , in is ms Hum ■ 
Ivi one pm'ins," I iiple stated. ' I 
intend on keepu..' it ois'.iiii/c.l .in.l
/
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Leveling o f Phoenix Building creates another parking lot downtown
" .
Plenty Of Spaces At Eberhard Center
The lots around Grand Valley’s 
L.V. Eberhard Center haven’t 
been full yet this year and offi­
cials arc satisfied with the sum­
mer's addition of 345 spaces.
According to Nola Nielsen, 
assistant building manager, the 
lots have answered any questions 
of whether the center would have 
enough parking or not
The west lot on Summer Ave­
nue was added when the Phoenix 
Building was razed last year.
That provided students with 345 
spaces.
The lots are free and monitored 
by attendents. Students need to 
show that they have a class in the 
Eberhard Center.
In the south lot, there arc 118 
spaces reserved for faculty. Stu­
dents are permitted in this lot af-
T - —
■X*T,
m.
ter 5 p.m.
Nielsen said the lots are at­
tended from 7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
on weekdays*
Students who have classes 
downtown can get parking passes 
at the Information Desk in the 
Eberhard Center.
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
345 additional parking spaces 
were created over the summer at 
the Eberhard Center.
Auction Generates Money For Fight Against Drugs
By Tim Syrek
News Editor
Pearls, bracelets, necklaces, 
rings, watches and diamonds were 
all at the L.V. Eberhard Center this 
weekend.
It wasn’t the showroom for a 
national jewelry store, but over 
1,300 pieces were on display.
Officials from the United States 
Marshals Office auctioned off 
jewelry that had been confiscated 
in drug busts. Money used from
the sale of cocaine in the area 
purchased the jewelry.
The trinkets had a retail value 
of over $1 million. Every piece 
was sold Saturday and over 
$300,000 was generated from the 
auction to benefit West Michi­
gan’s fight against drugs.
Shawn Dunning, o f Dunning’s 
Auction Service based in Elgin, 
111., said the Eberhard Center was 
chosen as the spot for the auction 
because they were the only loca­
tion in Grand Rapids that could 
handle the auction on short notice.
“(The Marshall’s Office) was in 
a hurry to get the auction over 
with," Dunning said. “The best 
bargain o f the day were pearls. 
They were sold for about 10 per­
cent of their retail value.”
The pieces were sold in 654 lots. 
The auction took about eight 
hours and Grand Valley Confer­
ence Manager Karen Lucas said 
about 1200 people came to the
auction.
“They were pleased with how 
things went They were really 
positive about it,” she said.
The jewelry was obtained in the 
case U.S. Marshal’s office vs. Guy 
Erickson.
The Marshals office confiscated 
the jewels from Erickson’s store 
located in Florida. Erickson, origi­
nally from West Michigan was 
charged on counts for distribution 
of drugs.
GRAND VALLY 
PO LICE BEAT
From the files of th<j Public 
Safely Departm ent, news 
around campus this week in 
eludes:
•A book bag containing vari­
ous items was stolen from the 
lop of a vehicle in Lot F while 
the owner walked away for ap­
proximately two minutes.
•A two car accident occurred 
in Lot F when Vehicle #1 
backed out of a parking space 
and struck Vehicle #2 who was 
driving down the aisle. There 
were no injuries and no cita­
tions were issued.
•A legally parked vehicle re­
ceived minor damage when it 
was hit by an unknown vehicle. 
A witness left the vehicle’s li­
cense plate number on the vic­
tim’s windshield. The o wner of 
the vehicle was traced and 
questioned. No citations were 
issued.
•One arrest for a second of­
fense of driving whi[cliccnsc 
suspended. The driver also re­
ceived tickets for no proof of 
insurance and exceeding the 
posted speed limit.
Two dollars were stolen 
from a locked locker in the 
men’s FH locker-room. Two 
other lockers had been opened, 
but nothing was taken. The 
only lead the police have is the 
description of a man who was 
going through the victim’s 
locker. iV
VOTEw V r  9 JL* STUDENT 
SENATE NEW S
EXAM 
SCHEDULE
V
October 11,1989
Due to rising enrollment and the increase in the number o f  courses offered at 
GVSU* the university may have to restructure the present exam schedule. The 
Student Senate was presented with a list of alternatives, and was asked to make a 
recommendation. Before doing this, the Senate would like to know which exam 
schedule the students prefer.
The alternatives are listed here:
/  CURRENT EXAM  SCHEDULE
/
Monday - Reading Day 
Tuesday - Friday
Exams start at 8:00 a.m. 
Exams end at 6:00 p.m. 
Night Classes - the same
ALTERNATIVE #1
Monday - Reading Day
Tuesday - Friday (Exam periods are 1 1/2 hrs.) 
Exams start at 8:00 a.m.
Exams end at 5:50 p.m.
---------- Night-Glasses—the-same-------------------
ALTERNATIVE #3
Elimination of exam week, providing one more week of 
class time. The instructor would administer exams or 
present lectureswithin the normal framework and pattern 
of the class meeting schedule.
ALTERNATIVE #2
Monday - Reading Day 
Tuesday - Friday (Exam periods are 2 hrs.) 
Exams start at 8:00 a.m.
Exams end at 8:00 p.m.
Night Classes - Delayed 2 hours
ALTERNATIVE #4
Friday (before exam week) - Reading Day 
Monday - Friday
Exams start at 8:00 a.m.
Exams end at 6:00 p.m.
Night Classes - the same
There will be polling tables set-up in the Commons, Library, and Kirkhof 
Center on October 16 and 17. Please take advantage o f this opportunity to express 
your preference. /
y&W rli VfdOtaO ' 'J«»;
r
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Student Health Center 
Offers Flu Vaccination
A
By Sandra L, Planisek
News Writer
• ■
With winter come colds and 
the flu. Grand Valley hopes by 
offering the vaccine they can 
have a good “shot" at stopping 
the virus.
Shots arc now available in the 
Student Health Center on a 
walk-in basis Monday through 
Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. for 
a $10 fee.
“We recommend a ilu shot for 
those in high risk professions 
and those with chronic illness. 
It is not necessary for all stu­
dents,” said Carol Olthoff, nurse
practitioner for Grand Valley’s 
Health Services.
Olthoff said she recommends 
the shot for all students over 65 
years old, those who work in 
adult foster care or nursing 
homes and those who have dif­
ficulty fighting infections.
The shot will not be admini­
stered to anyone who currently 
has the flu or any other respira­
tory infections.
The shot is fights influenza A 
and B viruses, Olthoff said.
Flu is likely to be most preva­
lent in the winter according to 
the National Centers for Disease 
Control.
Students to Vote on New Exam Schedule
By Eric C. Nietling
Editor in Chief
New Lawyers Making Big Bucks
(CPS) —  Students just coming 
out of certain law schools are 
getting starting salaries as high as 
$82,000 a year, some law firms 
report
Some of the new lawyers, 
moreover, are landing such 
salaries before they even know if 
they have passed bar exams that 
allow them to practice law. 
ENGLE______________________
A verage starting pay has more 
than doubled during the past 10 
years, and has surpassed $60,000 
at the bigger firms.
‘I f  you come out of the top 20 
percent o f your class from a good 
school, (here isn’t a law firm in 
D.C. that wouldn’t be interested 
in you,” said Jonathan Spivak, a 
Washington-based legal recruiter.
The final exam schedule is being 
reviewed once again by the 
Student Senate.
In an attempt to create an easier 
schedule for students and faculty, 
the senate voted to drop their six - 
alternative plan to four 
alternatives.
The final four alternatives will 
be used in a poll set up by the 
Student Senate for students to 
express their preference next 
W ednesday and Thursday, 
October 16 and 17 in the Kirkhof 
Center, Zumbcrge Library and the 
Commons.
According to Student Senate 
President Andrea Battjes, no 
formal action will be taken by the 
university until the Student Senate 
comes forward with a proposal.
According to A1 TenEyck, 
former chair of the Exuctive 
Committee o f  the Faculty Senate 
(ECS), “We are just waiting for 
the Student Senate to bring the
proposal to us. Until then, nothing 
will be done.”
“Last year, the proposal didn’t 
get off the ground,” said Battjes. 
“This year wc decided to pull 
those Same alternatives and work 
from that list”
However, according to 
University Registrar Chick Blue, 
the alternatives are biased. “I 
don’t see one alternative that 
doesn’t give the choice for having 
no reading day.”
A reading day is an extra day 
added to the semester calendar 
between the last day of classes and 
final exams that allows the 
students extra time to study for 
their finals.
In the past, reading days were 
added to the winter semester to 
keep the academic calendar in 
sync.
In the fall o f 1987, however, a 
new academic calendar took away 
the reading days. — .
A proposal was brought from 
the Student Senate to the ECS to 
reinstate the days after 1,400
students signed a petition in favor 
of the days.
After a healed dispute, a new 
calendar was produced that added 
one reading day to the fall and 
winter semesters.
“By adding a reading day, the 
exam schedule has, to make up for 
a lost day,” said Blue. “Those 
classes missed will have to be fit 
in somewhere else. There is a 
chance that a student may have 
two exams at the same time.”
According to Blue, the easiest 
way to schedule the exams would 
be to take out the reading.day.
Right now, the calendar gives 
students the weekend to prepare 
for final exams.
“Every university has this 
problem,” said Blue. “There is 
always somebody who wants to 
change the calendar every year.”
In the past, the faculty has been 
against reading days and a new 
exam schedule because o f  the 
minimal amount o f time left for 
grading.
From p. 1 
efficient.”
A few new procedures and 
controls are in the process of being 
implemented to insure cost effec­
tive telecommunication.
One difference is that when a 
change is needed in the current 
phone system, a Computing Serv­
ices Communications' Work Or­
der must be filled out
The form can be obtained by 
calling the campus operator or 
picking one up at the Building 
Manager’s Office in the L.V. Eber- 
hard Center.
In addition,problems that need 
immediate attention can be called 
in to the campus switchboard.
SA C K ----------------------------------
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and 40 faculty offices, and next 
fall, four more classrooms will be 
open in the old section of Au Sable 
Hall.
The construction of a new Life 
Sciences Building is in tghe works 
also.
“It’s a challenge to keep up 
with the growth of this school. It’s 
gotten a lot easier with the new 
buildings and more students,” 
'Sack said.
He added he thinks Grand Val­
ley has a unique campus.
“We try to keep it in perspec­
tive that the way the campus looks 
and operates is important.” 
Through most of his career, 
Sack has been a general manager 
and he really likes his job.
He said that most of the people 
that work at Grand Valley find it 
fun being with and working with 
the students.
The biggest struggle for Sack 
has been the growth and activities 
of (he campus.
“Anytime there’s a lot going on, 
we make sure it’s done right and 
done on time."
“One thing I really think o f as 
positive is that I’ve worked dif­
ferent jobs and this is the best 
group of people I’ve ever worked 
with,” Sack said.
SEND A MESSAGE TO 
TOLD SWEETIE
iij ttjeju/eekest Day Issue of tl?e I^ ttyonj, Oetober 18
I T ' S  E A S Y !  A L L  Y O U  H A V E  T C  D ©  I S
1. Express yourself in 10 words or less.
2. Drop off your message at the Lanthorn 
_______ (located downstairs in the Kirkhof Center)
3. Show the receptionist your student l.D. 
and make a contribution to Hurricane Hugo victims.
ALL MESSAGES MUSI BE RECEIVED BY THURSDAY. OCTOBER 12 BY 5 p.m.
Wednesday
October 11,1989
■ ■ ........... —  —
My Turn
Your Turn To Speak Out
Twins's Snafu Singular Mistake
To the editor:
.This letter is written in regard to the movie Twins, that was scheduled 
to appear September 30 in Lake Huron Hall. Due to a misunderstanding, 
Lake Huron Hall was not unlocked for Media Services to set up equipment 
for the movie. Consequently, the film was not shown and some people 
were disappointed. For this, University Program Board apologizes.
We certainly appreciate everyone’s desire to attend that movie and 
hope not to have that problem again. Also, in the future, all movies will 
be shown in Lake Huron flail. Despite what many flyers and calendars 
say, movies will only be shown in Lake Huron. Thus, if the problem we 
had with the Twins movie ever arises again, students will know not to 
look elsewhere on campus.
Once again, University Program board apologizes for the Twins mishap 
and expects the problem to be avoided in the future.
Respectfully,
~ Daniel R. Martuch 
Publicity Coordinator 
University Program Board
Has Preaching Displaced Debate?
Dear Editor:
In recent weeks I’ve read Dan Hobbs’ reaction to an editorial cartoon 
dealing with abortion, his letter to the editor attacking an editorial advo­
cating use of condoms, and Brian C. Sayers’ response to a letter defend 
ing that same editorial.
I find their narrow-minded view of peoples’ options in the modem 
world immature.
In order for you to publicly debate social issues, you must accept 
people’s belief in something other than your own faith. These issues 
affect everyone, and not everyone is an officer of Collegiate Bible Stud­
ies.
So please, Brian C. Sayers and Dan Hobbs, the next time you feel that 
your Christian morality is being trampled under the feet of our heathen 
society, step down from your podium and baptize yourself in reality 
before you damn us to Hell.
Ever Open-minded,
Dean Moriariy
The Other Side of “...Simplified”
Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to a letter in the opinion section of last week’s 
Lanthorn, concerning “The Abortion Debate Simplified” cartoon.
After reading the letter written by Dan Hobbs I could not let his 
egotistical opinion get by without a Response. By writing his one-sided 
opinion he is only confirming the cartoon’s statement; that no matter 
what the situation, if j. woman is pregnant she should have the baby. It 
does not matter if the woman is unwed and cannot afford to raise a child.
It docs not matter if the woman is a teenager and not mature enough to 
raise a child. All that docs matter is that this woman must have this 
unwanted child because the “pro-lifers” feel the fetus is a human being. 
What is the use of bringing another unwanted life into this world. It is 
already hard enough to live in this world, let alone to have to live an 
unwanted and resented life.
I hold the viewpoint of pro-choice because I feel that it’s my life and 
my body, not Dan Hobbs’ or anyone clsc’s. As a matter of fact, 1 
laughed when I first read that cartoon; 1 even cut it out and hung it on my 
door. The cartoon helps to point out to those people who call them­
selves “pro-life” exactly what they are doing to America’s women. Not 
only are they taking away women’s rights as Americans but they are 
taking away our rights as women. Dan says in his letter that he feels ‘all 
people are precious non-expendable human beings,’ but by making a 
woman carry an unwanted fetus in her womb is certainly making 
woman expendable.
Furthermore, Dan gave us some statistics stating die percentage of 
women and babies that survive the childbirth process, and then he stated 
that the ‘pro-choice position is indefensible’, but Dan does not go on to 
tell us the statistics of how many children are born with genetic disor­
ders, and he docs not tell us dial more women die during childbirdi than 
legal abortions per year. Fourteen women die in every 100,000 live 
births as to 1.6 deaths per 100,000 abortions performed at 12-week 
gestation.
The entire point of the pro-choice view is not whether abortion is right 
or wrong or when it is allowable, but that it is our choice, the choice of
Sec LETTERS, p. 5
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The Question: Grand Valley is 
planning a “Homecoming Parade.” Is 
that something you can get excited about?
M ark Phillips 
Sr. Advertising
“Yeah, I think that Homecoming 
parades would be cool.”
Jane Stob 
J r. Special Ed.
“I think it’d be fun to watch.”
Talis Weeldreyer 
Fr. Theater Arts
“No, because Homecoming 
parades arc reminiscent of high 
school, which I’m no longer a 
of.”
Brian Smith 
Sr. Theater Arts
“Yes, I could get excited about 
such a thing. It would help 
promote a spirit and a unity 
l  within campus.’’__________ __
u in a  l . Kernandez 
So. Political Science
“Nope, I’m not into the school 
activities.”
t r .  Engineering
“I won’t be there.”
PHOTOS BY EMILY STANKEY 
INTERVIEWS BYTOM HELFERICH 
QUESTIONS BY STU MACKENZIE
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pregnant women. Although abortion is a difficult decision, every woman 
has the right to make her own decision. If the “pro-lifers” think that we 
will idly sit by and watch them exert their influence on the government 
to erode our rights as American citizens, they arc wrong!
IT IS OUR CHOICE, LET US MAKE IT!!
Sincerely,
“Right Way” Not the Only Way
In Response to Sturm, Sayers, ct al.L
You arc perfectly correct in saying that “safe sex" isn’t 100% safe. 
It’s a good point, and a fact that deserves to be taken seriously. How­
ever, I question your assumption that “turning to Jesus” is the solution 
to the problem of AIDS, and I deeply resent your “holier-than-thou” 
attitude trying to push your morality off onto the rest of us.
Not all Christians act consistently with their values of monogamy and 
abstinence. Not all Christians think sex outside of a state-sanctioned 
relationship is wrong. Not all Christians arc heterosexual. Not all 
people arc Christian, for pity’s sake! (I’m not, nor do I intend to 
become one out o f fear.) What do you plan to say to all of those people? 
“Tough luck”? “Too bad”? “R.I.P.”? Great Christian charity there... or 
do you feel that because we’re not like you we deserve to die? Talk 
about hypocrisy!
You have your own set of beliefs, and your own way of responding to 
sexuality. I don’t happen to share them, but I respect your right to 
differ. Probably the major difference between us is that I don't want to 
change your beliefs. Everyone has the right to make their own in­
formed choices about their spirituality and their sexuality, to find their 
own solutions. That's the point I want to make.
I realize you think there is only “one right way”, ff you want to 
believe that, go ahead, but I’m sick to death of listening to you trying to 
force your “right way” onto everyone else. That is not your right; it’s no 
one’s right, and it’s about lime it stopped. Telling everyone to do it 
your way isn’t going to get rid of AIDS. Money, research, education 
and responsible behavior arc the only things that arc going to stop the 
dying. So kindly keep your morality off my body, and quit slamming 
MacKcnzic and Clinkscalc.
Marli Mills
PRECISION OIL CHANGE
10 MINUTE SERVICE 
INCLUDES:
LUBRICATION, OIL & FILTER 
CHECK AND FILL ALL FLUID LEVELS
791-1788
5015 Lk. Michigan Dr. in Standale
Keep the Writing Off the Wall
Dear Editor ^
A letter to “KSK” of the orange spray-paint. >
This letter is also to all you other idiots who use spray-paints and 
sharp objects to send your messages. The only real massage you send 
with graffiti is that you have no respect for others properly and that you 
were poorly bred.
I realize that the kind of family you arc bom into is not your selection.
My question is, why don’t you do back to the gutter you came from?
I came here from a major metropolitan area in order to get away from 
the kind of people who go around ruining things for others. If I wanted 
to live and go to school in a filthy place that’s run-down and abused, I 
would have stayed there.
You morons who go around painting and scraping bathroom walls, 
sidewalks and anything else that’s blank; don’t understand that you arc 
contributing to the increase of tuition, city taxes, ticket prices, insurance 
rates and a host of other costs that you regularly inflict.
Furthermore, if you really love someone, why would you even think 
about writing about them in a bathroom? “I love you so much that I want 
everyone who s j t s  here to know”? That is certainly not my idea of 
flattery.
My last question is: If I spray paint my initials on the side of your car, 
or your parents’ house, or the tree in their yard, will you mind?
Go back to the gutter “KSK” and anyone else who partakes in this 
destructive activity. We don’t want you here.
Sincerely, 
Cynthia Bright 
GVSU Student
Lanthorn
Letters
Policy
My Turn is a sec­
tion devoted to ex­
pressing the personal 
views of members of 
theGVSUcommunity. 
Letters should be ad­
dresses to the Opinion 
Editor, Lanthorn, 
Kirkhof Center. 
Anonymous opinions 
will not be printed. For 
purposes of verifica­
tion only, phone num­
bers must accompany 
letters.
Please limit letters to 
300 words. The 
Lanthorn reserves the 
right to edit for space 
and readability.
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ThcLanthorn is the student-run news­
paper of Grand Valley Suae Univer­
sity. The majority of its revenues are 
raised through advertising sales. The 
opinions expressed in the Lanthorn 
are not necessarily those of Grand 
Valley Suite University.
The deadline for all advertising ma­
terial is 5 p.m. on the Thursday prior 
to publication.
The Lanthorn offices are located in 
the Kirkhof Center, 1 College Land­
ing, Allendale, MI 49401. Phone 
(616) 895-3120. Subscriptions to the
Lanthorn are $20 per school year, 
payable in advance. Make checks 
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GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS have:
♦Sun bathing b a lco n ies  &  patios  
♦C lubhouse
^  T he alternative you  deserve.
^  A  G R A N D  V A L L E Y
I j B  f K  a p a r t m e n t s
*  R ight on  the ed g e  o f  cam pus.
W  PHONE: 895-6351
If Kaplan 
Doesn’t Ge t 
You Your W hites, 
W e’ll Give You Back 
Your G reen.
We're so certain that our prep course can help you pass the nursing boards, 
we ll refund you your money or let you take the course again if you don’t pass. 
How can we be so sure you'll pass? Maybe it’s our 50 years of experience. 
Our small classes and advanced teaching methods. Or a research department that 
reacts to test changes before most companies even know they exist
Whatever it is, the Kaplan method works. So if you want to be a nurse, the 
time to stan practicing is now.
£ STANLEY H. KAPLAN
A  Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
2627 EAST BELTLINE S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546-5937 
CALL: (616) 957-9701
For o th e r locations call 800-KAP-TEST.
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39 Three-toed 
sloth
40 Marry 
42 Plunge
44 Dressing for fish 
46 Sun god 
46 Hindered 
50 Commonplace
53 Saucy
54 Garden tool
55 Behold I
57 Stage whispers
61 Possessive 
pronoun
62 Object of 
devotion
64 G irl's name
65 Openwork 
fabric
66 Sum s up
67 Microbe
DOWN
1 Distant
2 Period of time
3 River Island
The
Weekly
Crnsswnrd
Puzzle
1 Exploit 
5 Jog 
O Drisce
12 Solo
13 At this place
14 Anger
15 Nolsemaker
17 Exist
18 River In 
Scotland
19 Heavy volume 
21 Commemora­
tive disk
23 Buffoonery
27 Indian 
mulberry
28 Popular TV 
maid
29 Auricle
31 Cloth measure
34 Either
35 Weight of India 
37 Comb, form:
middle
6 Abound 
9 Center
10 Region
11 Walk unsteadily 
16 Lounged about 
20 Before
22 Babylonian 
deity
23 Arab lateen- 
rlgged vessel
24 Underdone
25 Measure of 
weight: abbr.
26 Sweet potato 
30 Parts of steps
32 Intertwine
33 Fabricated 
36 Free of
38 Spurting forth 
41 Most arid 
43 Vigor: colloq.
45 Chaldean city
4 Gossips
5 Subject of 
discourse
6 Concerning
7 Spherical body
49 River ducks
50 Slender
51 Repetition
52 Lamb's pen 
name
56 Unusual
58 Female deer
59 Transgress
60 Everybody's 
uncle
63 Hypothetical 
force
Duke University 
Bans Freshmen 
From Parties
Wants To Protect Students 
From “Social Shock'
PHOTO BY WENDY HILL
Yuhko Takakusaki looks at posters during the poster sale held in tfie Kirkof Center 
last week.
College Students Aware of AIDS, 
But Still are not Using Condoms
s
(CPS) —  Most education and 
media campaigns to promote 
condom use among young adults 
are a “dismal failure," University 
of O ttawa researcher Noni 
MacDonald claimed Sept. 20.
In a survey of 6,911 white, 
middle-class college students in 
Canada, she found that most 
students know how to protect 
themselves against AIDS and 
other sexually  transm itted 
diseases, but aren’t doing iL
“If we’ve got it in ‘middle- 
America Canada,’ you must have 
it in middle America,” MacDonald 
warned,
About 75 percent said they were 
sexually active, but only 19 
percent said they use condoms. 
Twenty-six percent of collegians 
reported they never use condoms.
However, 80 percent correctly 
answ ered questions about 
preventing sexually transmitted 
diseases.
'  Separately, almost six of every 
10 American adolescent males 
surveyed by the Urban Institute in 
Washington, D.C. said they had 
used a condom the last time they 
had sex, but only 30 percent said
-FAITH-
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
2600 7th NW Grand Rapids 
comer of Charlotte & 7th 
Rev. Douglas Pedersen ofc. 453 0641 
4:30am Church School all ages 
l l am Worship Service
they always use condoms.
Some college students don’t 
seem to be buying the devices as. 
often these days, either.
Michigan State University 
recently removed condom 
vending machines from its dorms, 
saying a low sales had made them 
money-losers.
Dr. John Moran o f  the Center 
for Disease Control said that 
condom sales jumped nationwide 
by 20 percent shortly after U.S. 
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop 
released a report on AIDS in 1986.
Many colleges look Koop’s 
report as a cue to install condom 
machines on their campuses. The 
universities of Iowa, Colorado and 
Califomia-Santa Barbara, Kean 
College in New Jersey, and South 
Dakota State University, among 
others, have installed machines 
in recent years.
At the University of Wisconsin, 
students get condoms from candy 
machines rather than condom 
vending machines, a move to 
assuage the shy condom buyer.
While many schools report 
condom sales are lagging, at 
Colorado, officials s a id /in  
Septem ber that sales Have 
increased by SI 12 for 1988 in the 
46 condom machines across 
Boulder campus.
A n u m b e r  o f  sc h o o ls  still  d o n ’t 
w a n t  t h e  m a c h i n e s  a r o u n d .
Administrators at the universities 
of Utah and Missouri and St. 
Bonavcnture and Oklahoma State 
universities recently rejected 
proposals to install condom 
machines because o f moral 
implications.
(CPS) —  In what may have 
been the most restrictive freshmen 
orientation conducted on any 
major secular campus in the 
country this fall, Duke Univeristy 
in North C arolina banned 
incoming freshmen from going to 
certain parties during the first 17 
days of school.
Under the new rules, freshmen 
were barred from fraternity, 
sorority or informal dorm or 
apartment parties at which alcohol 
was served.
Officials were hoping to protect 
the students from “social shock.”
“We wanted to make certain 
that they didn’t feel pressure to 
jump right in,” said Sue Wasiolck, 
dean .for student life. Duke’s 
fraternities and sororites arc on 
campus, as is most of the social 
life, so officials were able to 
regulate much of the revelry.
Freshmen themselves, who by 
reputation are supposed to want 
to bolt from their parents’ homes 
to party ‘til they drop in the first 
weeks of living on their own, 
seemed to take the restrictions in 
stride.
r f f
“For me, there wasn’t really a 
rush” to party, said new student 
Jamie Bcchtold. “I have all year 
to do that”
“Some felt as though they were 
being set apart as second-class 
citizens,” Wasiolck admitted, but 
“most understood the purpose.”
While Duke imposed rules, 
other campuses used pamphlets, 
hotlines and even other students 
to case their freshmen’s transition 
to college life.
Loyola University in Chicago, 
for one, published a booklet, 
“How to Survive Your Freshman 
Year,” and the College Board 
recently released a guide called 
“College Bound” to advise kids 
what to take to campus.
At V irginia Polytechnic 
Institute in Blacksburg, new 
students attended a three-day 
“Hokic Camp" while the 
University o f Illinois in 
Champaign set up a phone hotline 
to answer freshman questions. 
Rosc-Hulman Institute of 
Technology in Indiana recruited 
sophomores to advise freshmen.
HOSTESSES
ONE NIGHT FUN NIGHT  
$6.00 per hour, must be available 
Oct. 24 7 p.m. -11 p.m.
Downtown G rand Rapids 
Kelly Services will be at the K irkhof Center 
on Oct. 19 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sign up now, ride with your friends.
KELLY&xr
Ihe Kelly Girl People The his! end Hie Best"
Be sure to bring driver's license and social security card. 
Must be at least 18 years old.
For more info cal 957-4390
1 * '
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Shakespeare Hits The Louis Armstrong Theatre
By Sherry Lingerfelt 
Staff Writer
Theater season begins at Grand 
Valley with a production of 
“Shakespeare’s Women” on Oc­
tober 13,14,15,20, and 21 in the 
Louis Armstrong Theater.
Roger Ellis will be directing the 
romantic comedy. The play is a 
collection of scenes, sonnets and 
songs dealing with malc/fcmalc 
relationships. These portions of 
script are taken directly from a 
variety of Shakespeare’s plays. 
The entire play becomes a drama 
in its own rights. Short pieces of 
Shakespeare's works arc put to­
gether to create the answer to what 
the "true" nature of women really 
is.
The script was composed at the 
California Institute of the Arts in 
1974. The play was directed by 
Libby Appel and Michael Flach- 
mann.
The selling is an an elegant 
cocktail parly. Two narrators arc 
qrguing different opinions on 
women. By using Shakespeare's 
scenes and characters, the narra­
tors support their viewpoints.
In the original production, more 
then thirty Shakespearean charac­
ters were portrayed by live men 
and six women. This play-wilhin- 
a-play has been performed on 
university and regional stages 
across the naiion. Grand Valley 
will be the first to present the play 
in die West Michigan area.
The production will be designed 
by Jill and Todd Hamilton, whose 
work was seen recently in the 
Circle Theater’s productions of 
llair, Social Security and some 
former Grand Valley productions.
Tallis V. Weeldrcyer as Juliet, Chris Barrett as Romeo, in Shakespeare's Women.
The various roles will feature 
eighteen performers, including 
university staff and students as 
well as community actors and 
some area high school students.
The leading roles as the two 
narrators will be professor David 
Blythe of the English department 
and Paula Fucntes, a frequent 
performer for the Grand Rapids 
Civic Theater.
Playing the parts of Queen
Gertrude from Hamlet and Hermi- 
one from The Winter's Tale will 
be Mary Beth Quillian-Gregor. 
She was recently seen in the Civic 
Theater’s production of I'm not 
Rapapport Joanne Peterson will 
perform the roles of Lady Macbeth 
and Emilia from Othello. She is a 
veteran Grand Rapids actress from 
the Circle and Civic Theaters, as 
well as the Lady’s Literary Soci­
ety and Actors Theater.
Tickets for Shakespeare’s 
Women can be purchased at the 
box office on performance nights 
and no advance reservations will 
be taken. Prices are $5 for the 
general public, S3 for Grand Val­
ley students, $2 for high school 
students and senior citizens, and 
$1 for children under 12. Curtain 
times arc 8 p.m. on Friday and 
Saturday nights and 2 p.m. for the 
matinee on Sunday, October 15.
Spirit Day has 
Something for 
Everyone!
By Janine Brown
Staff Writer
Spice up your weekend with 
a day of spirit and the first an­
nual Chili cook-off.
Saturday, October 14, Grand 
Valley will hold its annual 
Spirit Day. This day is created 
to “further develop spirit in the 
faculty, staff and students.
The firstannual Chili Cook­
off will be held in conjunction 
with Spirit Day. The cook-off 
will take place outside Lubbers 
Stadium, between noon and 4 
p.m. Any student and faculty 
member is eligible to enter. En­
try fees are $10 and $5 respec­
tively. The public will get their 
chance to decide on the best 
chili for $.25 a taste.
A $100 prize will be 
awarded to the chef of the best 
chili. All proceeds will go to 
the Richard Flanders Scholar­
ship. Registration is due to the 
Student Activities Office by 
Thursday, October 19 at 5 p.m.
If mid-terms have got you 
stressed out.'ycll like hell at 
the “Yell like Hell!” contest. 
The contest will take place 
during the game and everyone 
is encouraged to participate.
Other activities included arc 
a blue and white face paint­
ing, sidewalk art, and chalk 
drawing in front of the resi­
dence halls.
Sec SPIRIT p.9
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Delta Zeta to Become 
Nationally Installed
By Linda Burtch
Staff Writer
Delta Zcta Sorority, a nationally 
affiliated group, will he installed 
as a chapter at Grand Valley State 
University on Saturday, October 
14.
The installation, which will be 
held from 9 a m. to 2 p.m. will 
take place in the South Commons. 
Delta Zcta will be installed as a 
chapter after completing a nine 
month colony period.
As a colony. Delta Zcta Sorority 
had to work towards meeting the 
requirements of becoming a 
chapter. Now that the 
requirements of have been met, 
the thirty-four women will 
become founding members of 
Delta Zcla’s newest chapter.
“ I’m really excited for it,” said 
A m y  Allen, a Delta Zeta. We vc 
worked for it lor a long, long 
time.”
Delta Zcta colonized on Grand 
Valley's campus on December 3, 
1988, when local sorority Chi 
Omega Delta decided to become
nationally affiliated.
Allen said, “ It was difficult 
switching from the ten years of 
Chi Omega Delta's local 
traditions, but it was worth it.
A reception will be held in 
honor of the new chapter and it’s 
30 pledges. The reception will 
take place in Lc Petit Chateau in 
Allendale at 6 p.m. Dean of 
Students, Bart Mcrklc will be the 
guest speaker at die banquet.
Delta Zcta’s families, National 
representatives from Delta Zcta 
and presidents from the other 
fraternities and sororities on Grand 
Valley’s campus are invited too.
Sandra Snarey, president of 
nationally affiliated sorority Alpha 
Omicron Pi said, "I can 
un lerstand the importance of 
what it means to the group, 
because we were just installed last 
May. Everyone in Delta Zeta can 
be very proud of themselves for 
accomplishing this.”
Perhaps Michelle Buchan, a 
Delta Zeta, sums up the group's 
feelings the best, “I can’t wait!!”
Scott Shaw
Billed as a "one man Rock V  
Roll Comedy Experience," 
Scott Shaw will preform at 
Grand Valley State Thursday, 
October, 9 on the Promenade 
Deck. Scott's act includes 
impressions as well as songs. 
During his final act, Scott is 
joined on stage by the 
Fabulous Funk Brothers. 
Admission is free.
By Kristoffer Gair
Campus Life Writer
Anybody passing by Kirkhof 
this past Saturday night was bound 
to have felt their insides vibrat­
ing. Why? Caruso was on campus 
rocking up a storm!
In a spectacle of colored lights, 
a smoke machine, rich vocals, and 
polished sounding music, Caruso 
performed a high energy concert 
where even the Grand Valley 
Concert Committee was up danc­
ing to.
The band consists of three 
brothers, Joe Caruso (guitar, saxo­
phone), Mike Caruso (guiler), Rob 
Caruso (drums) and newcomer 
Allen Liggett (bass).
What started out as an idea in 
high school has lead Caruso to 
open with such acts as Joan Jett 
and the Blackhcarls, John Caf- 
ferty, Corey Hart, UB40, Rick 
Springfield and more icccntly 
New Kids on die Block. The band 
explained that there isn’t much 
lead time when Iving booked as 
an opening act. “It could happen 
tomorrow w ith no warninit at all.” 
Something good that conies out 
of it, though, is that it serves as a 
reputation builder. But why they 
opened lor New Kids is as beyond 
us as it is them. Mike states “ I heir 
(New Kids) music is totally dif­
ferent than ours and they don’t 
even play their own instruments.” 
Even though the hand may not 
have been proud to open for New 
Kids, many young Ians who saw 
that same concert showed up for 
this one.
But what sets ( 'nrusoapart In m 
odier hands ’ l or starters, dicy've 
been sponsored by Miller Brew­
ery for two years, -something that 
has never been done by any other 
band before, toured thirty suites 
without being assigned to a rec­
ord label and have Ivcn nominated 
four times lor a Can: pm. I inter- 
tainment Award by the National 
Association lor Campus Activi­
ties. Past nominees include I'l.ncc, 
the Bangles, RIM and iiucy 
Lewis. When asked how die 
brother’s parents fell about their 
music career, Mike chuckled and 
replied, “cautiously optimistic.” 
Caruso's first lour song TP, 
called ( tiruM) was released in 85
and phased out. Since that time, 
the group has worked on better­
ing thcmsclvcs.Thc second EP, In 
The Face, was released in 87 and 
spawned the hit London. A new 
EP is due out near die end of die 
year. It was at first tentatively 
called Sweat but now is being 
called I Love You, And Other Sto­
ries.
When asked if the band planned 
to release a full ten song LP or 
compilation of the first three EPs, 
Mike stated, “There most likely 
won’t be a compilation. It’s more 
important to write new stuff and 
move on. As far as a full LP is 
concerned, we feel it’s better to 
come up widi 4 good songs than 
have 4 songs on an LP dial are 
good and 6 others that aren’t.” 
Getting an EP on the market is 
financially high enough, 530,000, 
let alone a full LP (who knows 
how much that would cost).
“Touring isn’t as important to 
us right now as studio work." 
Mike explained. “ Look at it like 
this: would you rather play live to 
hundreds of people or be played 
on the radio to thousands?"
This concert’s highlights in- 
eluded hearing London, One 
Lonely Heart and One Of The ye 
Days (both from die new EP), and 
a collection of other songs like 
Revolution, Should /  Slav (>r 
Should /  Go, and Hippy Hippy 
Shake.
Tor anyone who saw the con­
cert, and (or diose of you who 
didn’t but are interested, an ad­
dress is available to be put on the 
Caruso mailing list. The address 
can also be used for fan mail and 
a way to order Caruso merchan­
dise such as die In The Face 
Cassette, One Of 1 he sc Daw cas­
sette single off the new TP, ( Y,V- 
hrate la vua t-shirt, key lag, 
Caruso tour jacket, autographed 
photo, and the newsletter. Tor 
those of you who live in die De­
troit area, a 24hr. rock line has 
been set up. Just dial (313) t>7l- 
Rock to find out where Caruso w ill 
he playing; next and w here to pu k 
up the latest release.
Hopefully, if response is good 
enough, Caruso will be back I’d 
Like them over Frank Allison And 
I ho Odd Sox any day.
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PHOTO BY EMILY STAN KEY
Mike Caruso signs autographs before the concert for his fans Aaron and Nick Manx.
K n u iu o r  tiviiLi aiAiNAtr
Grand Valley students got up and danced to the music of Caruso this weekend. The four-man band put on an 
electicfying performance Saturday in the Promenade Deck of Kirkhof Center.
Caruso Rocks Campus
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Calendar of Events— s America's Youth not so Healthy
Movie: Fletch Lives 
Wednesday at 9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday at 7 p.m.
132 Lake Huron Hall.
Free Admission.
GVSU Chapter of NORML Meeting
National Organization for the Reform o f Marijuana Laws. 
Thursday, October 12 at 9 p.m. Downstairs Kirkhof Center. 
For more information contact Kyle Hayter at 895-5167.
if:'- P  -C; . -
Biblical Discussion on “Holiness”
A.C.E.- Achieving Christian Excellence.
Every Tuesday night at 7 p.m.
The Cove located in Kirkhof Center.
For more information contact Samuel Moffett at 942-1780.
W riter's Circle Organizational Meeting
Friday from 3-4 p.m. >
The Bay, Kirkhof Center.
For more information contact Chris Lentine at 895-5271.
Antrhropology Club Forming
Anthropology Club.
Time and place undetermined at this time.
For more information: Suzannah Grave at 895-4111 (8 a.m.- noon).
Public Relations Student Society o f America
PRSSA Weekly Meeting.
Monday, October 9 at 6 p.m.
Lake Superior Hall, room 265.
For more information contact Barry Kirsch at 895-7093.
Dance sponsored by the New Panhellenic Society,
Open to all Greeks and Greek Alums 
Saturday, October 21 at 8:30 p .m .- 1a.m.
American Legion Hall located at 600 Douglas NW.
Tickets arc $4.00 in advance and $5.00 at the door.
Contact Laurie Peterson at 895-4412 or Anne Leslie at 895-3295.
Pro-Choice Meeting 
Grand Valley Students for Pro-Choice.
The Cove, Kirkhof Center.
Monday October 16 from 3-5 p.m.
For more information contact Carl Bajema at 895-3695,
Sara Culver at 895-3467, or Lynn W olf at 956-7168.
This column is provided for free announcements by student 
organizations. To get your activity listed, fill out and place the form 
below in the Campus Life Editor's mailbox in TheLanthorn's offlee. 
Deadline is Wednesday of every week.
This form is discarded after the information is printed once.
■  m m .  Please take this to The Lanthorn office. »  »  ■
|  Name of Event--------------- — -------
|  Name of Organization-----------——
J Date and Time of Event or Mccting1-  
I Location of Event or Meeting--------
Name and Phone Number of Person Submitting this Information
WORD PROCESSING
Resumes - 1 Pg with 25 Originals - $20.00 
Student Typing Service - $2.00IPG
Artvanred Word Processing Features Available 
Typeset Q uauty Laser Printer 
Stored for Easy and Inexpensive Updating
'Busina ( W i c/lvalhLL In tfie. TPtacemenl Office
SORUZED COMPUTER SERVICES 
cquetyn Peterson
Coll 896-9367 for Appointment 
Avoiloble 9 0 0 4 0 0  Mon-Sot
COMPANY
V
H A I R  C A R E
Men's and women's styled cuts $9.00
453-1200 Hours:
Mon.-Fri.: 9 a.m.-8 p.m. 
Sat.: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.411 Wilson N.W.
Grand Rapids. Ml 49504
dedicated to m aking you look your best
(CPS)— America’s Youngsters 
are suffering an “ominous” decline 
in  cardiovascular health because 
they have lousy eating habits and 
arc spending too much time play­
ing video games, findings from a 
decade-long study released Sep­
tember 14 show.
An annual random sampling 
from the millions of boys and girls 
who participated ip the Chrysler 
Fund-Amatuer Athletic Unions’s 
fitness testing program shows a 
10 percent decline in average 
scored for distance runs, the yard­
stick for aerobic endurance.
Fewer than one in three kids had 
at least “satisfactory” scores in the 
entire test.
On top of all that, the study 
revealed a creeping weight gain 
among most age groups, appar­
ently due to lousy diets and physi­
cal in activity.
“We’ve really got a problem 
here," said Wynn F. Updyke, an 
associate dean at Indiana Univer­
sity and director o f  the fitness 
program, which now enrolls 9.7 
million youngsters aged 6 to 17.
“The cardiovascular trend is 
ominous, based on what we know 
about the link between heart dis­
ease and inactivity and nutritional 
bad habits,” he added.
Schools are placing less empha­
sis on physical fitness training, 
Updyke charged, and "technology 
, at best, has been a mixed bless­
ing,” because “Kids are saving 
their competitive instincts for 
Nintendo and other computer 
games instead of kick-the-can and 
other physical activity.”
Pregam e Prayer dropped at U. of Georgia
(CPS) —  The University of 
Georgia football team won’t have 
a prayer this season.
The school has ended it’s “grand 
tradition” o f a public prayer be­
fore football games because it 
probably would not withstand a 
court challenge.
“I personally believe in Ihe pre­
game prayer,” said Georgia’s 
President Charles G. Knapp. “I 
thought it was a grand tradition at 
the University of Georgia, and I’m 
very, very saddened that we are 
going to discontinue it.”
A recent Supreme Court ruling 
that banned pre-game prayer at 
high school games in Georgia 
prompted Knapp to end his 
school’s tradition.
“I must conclude that the likeli­
hood of successfully defending 
the pre-game prayer at the Uni­
versity of Georgia is very slight,”
said Knapp, who believes the rul­
ing also applies to colleges and 
universities. 1
Since the 1962 U.S. Supreme 
court ruling against prayer in 
public schools, state campuses 
technically have been barred from 
mixing religion and school-spon­
sored events such as football 
games.
Football prayers, in fact, have 
caused controversy in the past
University o f  Texas-El Paso 
football coach Bill Yung drew fire 
in 1983 after he and Baylor Uni­
versity coach Grant Teaff held a 
joint team prayer on the field be­
fore their game.
The American Civil Liberties 
Union charged in 1984 that Mem­
phis State head football coach Rey 
Dempsey forced his players to 
participate in locker room prayer. 
The Freedom From Religion
Foundation asked University of 
Wisconsin coaches to stop lead­
ing team prayers, claiming they 
were using state funds and facili­
ties to promote their individual 
beliefs.
“Praying before battle is a bar­
barian custom,” added group 
President Anne Gaylor at the time.
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A bonfire will take place that 
night at 8 p.m. and Alpha Phi 
Alpha fraternity will be sponsor­
ing a dance.
The film Mississippi Burning 
will be shown that night
The opening performance of 
Grand V a lley ’s theater 
presentation, Shakespeare's  
women will be performed at Louis 
Armstrong Theater. Tickets will 
be available at the door.
U PB Concert Committee Presents:
October 29 @ 8:00 p.m. sharp 
Fieldhouse Arena GVSU
Tickets on sale in the Student Activities Office, Kirkhof Center
$16.50 for GVSU students with I.D. 
$19.50 for General Public 
$25.00 for a limited number of premium seats
FUNDED WITH THE STUDENT LIFE FEE
Don’t let the new radar guns 
the hands of campus police scare 
you. They are for your own good 
and protection. The new crossing 
guards are another step in solving 
the traffic problems on campus.
Going the speed limit is not a 
stupid thing to do at GVSU with 
pedestrians obeying (or disregard­
ing) the crosswalks. 25 mph gives 
the driver a faster reaction time 
than 35 mph.
We don’t need another accident 
or fatality due to the negligence 
of an over-anxious driver.
Why am I so kindly mention­
ing the same campus cop who 
gave me a parking ticket and the 
crossing guards who never fail to 
stop my line of traffic when 1 was 
the next to go?
I probably wouldn’t have, until 
it hit home.
When someone you love dearly 
is injured in a car accident, it
makes you more awajc and,.cau­
tious o f your own performance 
behind and in front o f the wheel.
It wasn’t anyone’s fault really. 
She just wasn’t thinking and mom
lost sight of her. Mom heard the 
scream and she stopped the car 
and got out to see what had hap­
pened.
Poor Biddy was so scared, she 
ran off under the pine tree on three 
legs until mom finally fished her 
ou: to see how much damage was 
actually done.
Blood was every where and her 
little paw was limp and lifeless.
Mom rushed her inside, 
wrapped the wound and drove my 
oldest and dearest friend to the vet
After much agony and pain, 
Biddy left the vet with a week’s 
supply of drugs and a splint on 
her right front paw. She looks like 
the cat of Captain Ahab who suf­
fered the wrath of Mobcy Dick, 
just like her master.
But alas, she was only run over 
by my mother.
How this twelve-year-old cat 
must find new ways to accommo­
date herself and her splinted paw.
.She can’t  really  clim b trees, she
won’t have enough speed to chase 
rabbits and the rest of the family 
won’t have to experience those
lethal claws on pur human flesh.
I suppose I could take her to 
every pet show I can find and en­
ter her in the “most unique and 
pitiful looking cat on the face of 
the earth" category.
I could lend her to driver’s edu­
cation classes for demonstrations 
on “what to do when you run over 
your c a t”
Show business is a thought 
Maybe I should ask Professor El­
lis if she could be a “limp-on" for 
the production of “Shakespeare’s 
Women" opening on Friday.
Maybe I could coordinate her 
black color and lame foot with the 
Friday the thirteenth superstition 
and spook my friends and acquain­
tances.
Wait! Amy, stop this nonsense! 
This is Biddy your kitty we’re 
talking about You should want to 
give her some affection and nurse 
her back to health!
Oh yeah.
I’ll add cat nip to my Meijer’s 
list and a radar gun for my mom’s 
car that will track stupid black cats 
who run out in front of i t
K H H
V id e o s
By Robert Bennett
Live from New York, it’s Sat­
urday Night! Yes, dear readers, 
in honor of Saturday Night 
Live’s 15th Anniversary, I am 
devoting this week's Video col­
umn to some of the Saturday 
Night Live alumni's best and 
worst films available on vide­
ocassette. Without any further 
ado, let’s go!
Chevy Chase 
Best-Foul Play, Fleich 
Worst-National Lampoon's 
European Vacation, OhTHeav- 
enly Dog
John Belushi
Best-7947, Animal House 
Worst-Neighbors, Continental 
Divide
Dan Aykroyd
Best-7947, Chostbuslers 
Worst-A/y Stepmother is an 
Alien, Caddyshack II
Bill M urray
Besl-Where the Buffalo Roam, 
Stripes
Worst-The Razor's Edge, Meat­
balls
Eddie M urphy
Best-Coming to America, 48 
Hours
Worst -Best Defense, Beverly 
Hills Cop II
Steve M artin
Best -Roxanne, Parenthood
W o T s l - T h e M a n w i t h T w o  
Brains, The Jerk
\
Jim Belushi
Best-T/ie Principal, About Last 
Night
Worst-K-9, Red Heat
Others W orth Seeing.
All o f Me-Steve Martin
The BluesBrothers-Belushi and 
Aykroyd
Caddyshack-Cbase and Mur­
ray
Inner space, Cross My Heart- 
Martin Short
Running Scared, When Harry 
Mel Sa//y-Billy Crystal 
This is Spinal Tap-Harry 
Shearer and Christopher Guest 
Little Shop o f Horrors-Mar- 
tin, Murray, Guest and Belushi.
Seems Like Old Times, Na­
tional Lampoon’s Vacation- 
Chase
Beverly H ills Cop, The 
Golden Child, Raw-Murphy 
Trading P/acej-Murphy and 
Aykroyd
Others W orth Forgetting
Fleich Lives-C hase 
Dr. Detroit, Dragnet, The 
Great Outdoors, The Couch 
7Wp-Aykroyd 
Rabbit 7«/-Billy Crystal 
Spies Like Us-Aykroyd and 
Chase
The Top Ten reasons why there is no 24-hour 
visitation in the dorms.
Compiled by Rob Bennett
Lanthorn Staff Writer
10. Rick Hanke wants students 
home at a decent hour because 
Bob “Road Kill” Stoll is on 
the prowl.
9. Rick Hanke doesn’t want 
people falling out of the top 
bunks.
8. It was the Student Senate’s 
idea.
7. David Lcttcrman is over, so 
there is no reason to stay up 
anyway.
6. The Board of Control wanted 
to make sure that all new 
campus residents were paying
a housing bill.
5. It was too tough to tell Jjhe 
difference between the home­
less from the roommates 
sleeping in the hallways.
4. Some joker jammed up the 
condom machines’ coin slot 
with bubble gum.
3. Because Housing Security 
gets too much of a charge 
doing late-night bed checks.
2. Those wholesale bedsprings 
can only take so much stress!
1. 24-hour visitation was too 
tough a goal for freshmen who 
are only good for about 10 
minutes of "visitation'' at a 
time.
Music
10 (out of 10) Greenpeace: 
Rainbow Warriors
According to a Native Ameri­
can prophecy, the people of the 
earth will unite as Warriors of the 
Rainbow to save the planet from 
destruction by greed and careless 
exploitation. The environmental 
pressure group, called Green­
peace, was inspired by this story 
to call its flagship Rainbow War­
rior. According to the record 
jacket, the musicians on the al­
bum donated their recordings to 
Greenpeace because they know 
that the time of the Rainbow 
Warriors has/arrived. Personally,
I think they did it as a gesture for 
a world cause, not because they 
wanted to run around saying they 
were Rainbow Warriors. With that 
said, the album more or less speaks 
for itself.
There are two cassettes contain­
ing some prominent musicians in 
the field of music and their con­
tributions. They include U2 
(,Pride(In The Name O f Love), 
Belinda Carlisle (Heaven Is A 
Place On Earth), Sting- (Love Is 
The Seventh Wave), Bryan Ferry 
(Don't Stop The Dance), Lou 
Reed (Last Great American 
Whale), Eurythmics (When To­
morrow Comes), John Famham 
(You're The Voice), Peter Gabriel 
Red Rain), Dire Straits (Why 
Worry), Simple Minds (Water­
front), R.E.M. (It's The End Of 
The World Aj We Know It [And I 
Feel Fine]), Brian Adams (Some­
body), Bruce Hornsby And The 
Range (Look Out Any Window), 
and Thompson Twins (Lay Your 
Hands).
Others artists include Terence 
Trent D’Arby, The Pretenders, 
Grateful Dead, Huey Lewis And
By Kristoffer Gair
The News, Talking Heads, Basia, 
Sade, and John Cougar Mellen- 
camp.
A word of advice, though. Don’t 
pay more than $7.99 for this 
double LP, which is the going 
price. If you see it for a higher 
price, just remember that record 
stores will try to suck you for 
everything you’re worth these 
days. Let’s try to remain one step 
ahead of them!
3 (out of 10) Propaganda: 
A Secret Wish
I’m counting on the fact that 
most of you have seen the film 
“Some Kind Of Wonderful.” If 
you have, do you remember the 
drum solo performed by Mary 
Stuart Masterson in the begin­
ning? The song is called Dr. 
Mabuse and isn’t on the sound­
track. The whole point of my 
bringing this up is that many 
people have been curious as to 
where the song came from and 
hew to get a hold of it. A year 
ago, a German exchange student 
and I happened to be watching the 
movie. The song came on and he 
jumped up and shouted “Propa­
ganda!” I didn’t know what he was 
talking abouL Sure enough, it was 
the group called Propaganda that 
sings Dr. Mabuse.
“A Secret Wish,” the LP, is 
much like the song previously 
mentioned. The music is a mix of 
several synthesizers, heavy per­
cussion, and vocals. Of the nine 
tracks, The Murder O f Love, 
Jewel, P-Machinery, and Dr. 
Mabuse (of course) are the faster 
paced songs with a danceable beat
The rest. Dream Within A Dream 
(words written by Edgar Allen
See MUSIC p .l j
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he could handle this situation.
“After all, since his wife had 
died, what did he have left back
home?” he reasoned. Not only 
that but he knew that he had been 
allowed to go only because the 
seller, Mr. Meeks, a former evil 
wizard of Landover, thought he 
would fail. And if Ben failed, he 
would not get his money back, 
therefore allowing Mr. Meeks to 
sell the kingdom to another loser 
from Earth and increase his 
wealth. Well, Ben was determined 
not to let that happen!
This is Terry Brooks first 
Non-Shannara novel. It’s so good 
that I wish he would write a se­
quel. Magic Kingdom For Sale 
- Sold! removes you from the 
comfort of your home and plunges 
you into a world of danger and 
adventure, you’re sure to enjoy 
it.
M o v i e s
Johnny Handsome is the mo­
tion picture on deck this week, 
kids, and did I have high hopes 
for it. With Mickey Rouike 
(Angel Heart) in the title role, 
and Elizabeth McGovern (Rag­
time, She's Having a Baby), 
Ellen Barkin (Sea o f Love, The 
Big Easy), Morgan Freeman 
(Lean on Me), Forest Whitaker 
(Bird), and Lance Hcnrickson 
(Aliens, Near Dark) in support­
ing roles, it looked like we had 
ourselves a sledgehammer cast. 
Unfortunately, something went 
wrong, making what could have 
been an extraordinary film 
merclyfcvcrage.
Mickey Rourke stars as John 
Sedlcy, a gentleman with some 
pretty disgusting physical de­
fects. Johnny is a crook, and an 
ex-con. When his best friend is 
double crossed and killed pull­
ing a job, Johnny gets mad. 
Unfortunately, he goes back to 
prison and he cannot do anything
B o o k s
By Andrew Kar
In prison he is almost killed, and 
it is while he is in the hospital that 
a doctor (Forest Whitaker) tells 
him that he wants him to be part 
of a program that could recon­
struct his face. When they do, 
Johnny doesn’t make a new life 
for himself. He goes looking for 
revenge.
One o f the primary weaknesses 
o f  this film is that to really appre­
ciate Rourke’s acting you have to 
be familiar with his other roles, 
and I have not seen too many of 
his other films. He does a great 
job playing Johnny, a character 
that you wish would not be so hell­
bent on self destruction.
Walter Hill seemed to set up the 
question: If you change your face, 
do you change your life? His an­
swer seems to be a resounding no, 
bur I feel that Hill betrayed his 
original premise. He seemed to 
cop out and go for a shoot-’em-up 
ending rather than seeing some­
one actually try to change his life.
magic kingdom - for a cool mil­
lion of course. This is exactly 
what Ben Holiday found while 
rummaging through Rosen’s 
Christmas Wishbook. So he did 
what any other reasonable, 
middle-aged,, well-to-do lawyer 
would do. He bought it. His best 
friend Miles and all his other busi­
ness associates saw the folly of 
his ways but Ben would not be 
swayed.
Landover, the magic kingdom, 
was not quite what Ben had ex­
pected, in fact he was almost de­
voured by a dragon as soon as he 
entered the mystical fairy-land. 
No, his famous courtroom skills 
were not proving to be much of
an asset to him in this world. 
Ben’s comrades consisted of an 
incompetent wizard, a talking dog 
named Abernathy who was the 
Court Scribe, and a lovely fairy 
called Willow.
Ben’s only hope seemed to be 
the Paldin, the brave, magical 
knight that seemed to pop up from 
thin air whenever Ben seemed to 
be in trouble. But besides his 
concerns of trying to get the in­
habitants of the land to pledge to 
serve him as they did the former 
king, Ben learned that he would 
have to fight the Iron Mark, the 
mighty lord of the demons.
Ben knew that he could go home 
whenever he wanted to but he 
was out to prove to himself that
Photo:
"Josper flu Bog" 
Adele James 
Selection: 
Paula Sarvis
The Photo of the Week is 
open to anyone interested. 
Submit entries to 
Bob Bums in the Photo 
Department. Entries must be 
a black and white 5 x 7  
or 8 x 10.
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Poe), The Chase, Duel, and 
The Last WordiStrength To 
Dream, are slower in com­
position but just as appeal­
ing in their musical rhythms 
and synth highlights.
If interested, an extended 
version o f P-Machinery is 
available in theU.S. Another 
12" remix, available only in 
Europe, is Jewel, which is $  
mixed in with the words from 
Duel. T ou might check Vi­
nyl Solution in trying to get 
a hold o f a copy if  you like 
the two songs.
For a switch from synthesizer 
bands like OMD and Depeohe 
Mode, Propaganda is a breath of 
fresh air.
Featuring:
The Round Mound 
of Sound
Must be 21-years old with valid ID
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Defense Shuts Down Ferris, 28-0
By Mark Halstead
Lanthom Staff Writer
It promised to be an offensive 
show.
Ferris State, averaging 31..2 
points per game, hosting Grand 
Valley State, national leader in 
Division II scoring at 43.6 points, 
made everyone believe that points 
would be plentiful last Saturday 
afternoon.
But, Grand Valley defensive 
coordinator Brian Kelly had other 
ideas as the Lakers rolled to a 
28 - 0 victory.
With the Lakers offense receiv­
ing the publicity all year, it was 
Kelly and his defense that allowed 
GV to remain undefeated on the 
season (6-0, 2-0 in Great Lakes 
Conference play), while Ferris 
dropped to 4-2 and 0-2.
‘They have one of the top of­
fenses in the country and we knew 
we were going to face a good 
football team,” stated Kelly after 
the game. “We had to display 
consistency today, and we did that, 
we were aggressive, we tackled, 
and we did the things a good de­
fensive team should do.” 
Aggressive they were, stopping 
the Bulldogs twice within goal­
line stands and holding them to 
277 total yards.
Leading 7-0, when Isiah Lipsey 
dashed 69-yards with a screen pass 
on the first play of the game, the 
Laker defense flexed their muscles 
when Ferris had a first and goal 
from the five yard line just before 
halftime.
The Bulldogs could not muster 
a score, though, as quarterback 
Sparky MeFwen threw incom­
plete under a heavy rush from 
GV’s Marc Bland on fourth down. 
With :05 showing before intermis­
sion the Lakers ran the clock out 
and took the momentum into the 
locker room
The play the defensive line 
was a key all day as they gathered 
five sacks while the secondary 
hdd the Bulldogs' main weapon,
A n d r  <
Johnson, tc 
only 21 yards 
on three 
c a t c h e s .
Those kind ol 
statistics more 
than pleased 
Kelly.
“Our defen­
sive line con­
tinues to be 
aggressive and 
our secondary 
is young but 
came through 
for us. The 
bottom line is 
that the de­
fense really 
believes in it­
self that they 
can play good 
football, and 
when you start 
believing in 
yourself good 
things will 
happen.”
Sputtering 
early, the 
Laker offense 
began to roll in 
the second 
half behind the running of Lipsey 
and the clutch passing of Jack 
Hull.
After their first play TD it took 
the Lakers until 4:18 of the third 
period to score again as Hull hit a 
wide open Alex Prcuss from 10 
yards. —
“We talked about some plays 
that would work because they 
were pursuing to the ball, so we 
ran misdirection plays,” com­
mented G V head coach Tom Beck 
about the adjustments he made at 
halftime.
“1 hey are a good defensive 
football team and we have a gocxl 
offensive team, it is our job to 
score and theirs to stop us, we just 
did a better job today.”
With the Laker offensive line 
gaining control of the game in the
Isaiah Lipsey (U22, above) dives over the goal -line in the 4 th quarter crushing any last hope o f a Bulldog comeback. 
Jack Hull (U12, below) hands-off to Eric Lynch (If34) as Bulldog closes in from behind.
fourth quarter GV added two more 
scores. Lipsey ran in from 17 
yards on a pretty option play and 
Hull connected with Bob Mitch­
ell from five yards in the game’s 
late stages.
Hull played a solid game, con­
necting on 13 of 17 tosses for 168 
yards and three TD’s. Lipsey (6 
for 94), Prcuss (3 for 36), and 
'Mitchell (3 for 27) were the re­
cipients of all but one of his 
throws.
Lipsey had a big day rushing 
once again, piling up 99 yards on 
13 carries but gave credit to the 
offensive line, while singling out 
the leadership of guard David 
Beebe. “This offensive line just 
pushes people around, they arc 
going to take us as far as we can 
go. Beebe helped keep us together
by not letting us get down, he just 
took charge right in the huddle.” 
The shutout was GV’s first ova 
Ferris sinceTV/b. 1 he LtlkcrswifiT" 
eight of die nine meetings in the
1980’s.
• Grand Valley continues confcr- 
C-WePLPJpX when they host North­
ern Michigan at 1:30 p.m. next 
Saturday.
Women's Cross Cleans-up 
At Southwestern Invitational
Crew Team Improves From Last Year
By Joe Lowden
Lanthom Staff Writer
It has been a banner year for 
the Grand Valley women’s 
cross country team, -The Lak­
ers, ranked 12th in Division II. 
may be moving up in the rankss 
after this weekend’s victory in 
the Southwestern Invitational.
The Lakers literally 
ran away from the other nine 
teams participating. With a 
score as low as 35, they could 
have won almost any race.
Since Hillsdale’s cross coun­
try team was running in the 
Notre Dame invitational, 
Hillsdale’s B team finished a
distant second with 85. Hillsdale 
was followed closely by 
McCone (85), and Southwest­
ern (89).
First for the Laker’s was only 
thifd overall, -Sandra Terrell 
(18:51). Sixth was Laura Moore 
(19:20), seventh was Kelly Cole 
(19:21), Trcna Yonkers (19:22) 
was eighth, Nicki Vandcrberg 
finished 11th with 19:45, Deb 
Pruitt was 15th with a tune of 
20:08, and Radical Carr was 
28th, posting a time of 20:56.
Because the Lakers ran as a 
pack, and individually finished 
so close they were able to win
See CROSS p. 14
By Gregg Hartsuff 
Lanlhom Staff Writer
The Laker crew team set a per­
sonal competition record for the 
“Head of the Rock” last Sunday 
in Rockford, Illinois. Grand Val­
ley rowers came back with a sec­
ond and two thirds this year, much 
improved from two thirds and a 
fourth last year.
At the race, GV faced the best 
teams in the midwest, from the 
Universities of Wisconsin, Cincin­
nati, Chicago, Nebraska, Iowa, 
and Indiana, as well as Northwest­
ern U, St. John’s U, St. Thomas 
U, Mendota RC, and several oth­
ers. The course consisted of 2.3 
miles of downstream Rock river, 
with two dramatic starboard turns.
The first GVSU rowers to race
were the Open Men’s 2- (Hartsuff, 
Van Houtcn). Though minor 
steering problems by the Lincoln 
Park boat caused two collisions, 
the pair still look a bronze medal 
in a six boat field.
The lightweight women’s 4+ 
(Ccncich, Huey, Devine  ^Dykslra, 
Scolton) raced toa fifth place fin­
ish in a seven boat field. This race 
also contained a collision which 
slowed Grand Valley to a time of 
14’36".
The Novice Men’s 8 (Zagacki, 
Driver, Workman, Cavalier, Har­
vey, Haley, Marlines, Kooistra, 
Bono) rowed to an eighth place 
finish m a 16 boat race. In the 
first hall ol the race the 8 rowed 
well, passing a lew weaker shells. 
But while rowing to the Rose 
Street Bridge, the cox in, Richell
Bono, was edged out on the port 
side by another shell. To miss at 
abutment, she steered to starboard 
This move got Grand Valle) 
safely under die bridge with the 
portsidc oars hitting the abutment 
In the process the move cut off a 
faster moving Culver crew. The 
two boats then collided and locked 
oars. Number 6 man Casey Haley 
stated alter, "It was crazy, their 
oars were Hying over our heads 
and everyone was swearing.” 
Afterwards Culver protested the 
race and the.Culver cox blamed 
the GV starboard oarsman for 
purposely hitting her in the'head 
with oars, but she was proven 
wrong, as the GVSU starboard 
oars were lodged underneath Cul-
Sec C R K\V n. 14
Volleyball: Fight 
Is Far From Over
By Timothy J. Padot
Lamhom S taff Writer
The blackboard in coach Joan 
Bound’s office has a listing of 
players and their positions; under­
neath is a very appropriate say­
ing. “If you’re coasting, you’re 
going downhill."
The women’s volleyball team 
is not exactly blistering their 
schedule this year, but the team is 
not ready to sit on their hands and 
ride the season out. This season 
is all about hard work, getting 
experience, and improving as a 
. team.
Over the weekend the Lakers 
hosted three matches.
On Friday, the netters faced off 
against a very tough Oakland 
squad and the Pioneers nailed 
Grand Valley to the wall in three 
straight games.
In the first match, the Lakers
i t o iw  BY JULIE EDINGEK 
Collcn Murphy (left) and Julie Aldcrson 
celebrate the Lakers tough play against 
Wayne State.
pushed Oakland, gathering nine 
points to OU’s 15. Things went 
downhill from there though, and 
Oakland won the next two 
matches, 15-8 and 15-5.
Freshman Jody Day 
played well in the loss as 
she paced the team with 
6 kills, 2 service aces, 3 
digs, and a solo block.
The first match of 
double header on Satur­
day pitted Grand Valley 
versus Wayne Stale. This 
time the lakers looked a 
lot better on the court and 
they look the match in 
five games.
The first game was 
over with quickly and the 
Tartars scored only 3 
points to the Lakers’ 15.
Wayne State woke up 
the second game, placing 
12 points on the board, 
but Grand Valley lopped 
them with 15.
Up 2-0 and going into 
the third, the ladies found 
trouble putting their op­
ponent away.
Wayne 
evened the 
games, win­
ning the third 
and fourth 
15- 
Grand 
f i­
nally finished 
the Tartars 
for good as 
won the 
game 15-9. 
Grand Valley re­
grouped shortly and it 
was back to the boards 
for their second match 
against Purdue at Fort 
Wayne.
In the first two 
games Grand Valley 
battled with 1PFW and 
the match started with 
a lot of promise. The 
Lakers were downed 
in the first game 15- 
10, but they hung 
strong in the second to 
win slightly by the score of lb- 
14.
It wasn’t Hurricane Hugo; but 
the Lakers were swamped in the 
third and fourth games, scoring
The Women's Volleyball team hosted three teams over the 
University, Wayne State, and Indiana Purdue at Fort Wayne.
only 6 points total. The Masto­
dons cruised in for the victory, 
winning 15-2 and 15-4.
3 Grand Valley’s overall record
took a dive to 5-9 and the road 
doesn’t get easier any time soon. 
This is still a rebuilding year for 
the volleyball program, but Boand 
has seen improvement in the team 
since the first game.
“The team is doing things much 
better now. We’re passing out of 
service reception better and we're 
reducing our attacking errors.”
Sophomore Janice Yaeger was 
nominated for Player of the Week 
in the GLIAC with a strong con­
tribution over the weekend. 
Yaeger compiled 27 kills (includ­
ing 15 against Wayne State), 11 
digs, and 10 blocks.
Coach Boand thought it was 
nice to see the real Janice Yaeger.
“Janice had on Saturday the 
kind of two matches I know she’s 
capable of playing all the time.” 
After a great practice on Wed­
nesday, Martha Najib reinjured the 
arch in her foot and was placed on 
crutches again. She didn’t see 
action over the weekend but she
is off the crutches for now and
»
See VOLLEYBALL p.15
Men's H , 
Votleybal 
Propping 
New sea
By Dave Benner
Lamhom Staff Writer
-Boasting a new head coach and 
a nucleus of talented young play­
ers, the men’s volleyball club 
began preparation on October 2 
for its fifth season.
Pat Burgess, former South 
Christian High School varsity 
volleyball coach, brings her 
coaching philosophy, based on 
strong fundamentals, to Grand 
Valley.- She will have 55 signed 
members to choose from to fill the 
20 roster spots available between 
the A and B squads.
Team president, senior Todd 
Holleman, is optimistic about the 
1989-90 season. “Since the ’88 
Olympics, there has been an in­
creased interest in men’s volley­
ball, including here at GVSU,” 
said Holleman. “Our membership 
has increased and, along with that, 
our organization has improved 
also.”
“We have six returnees this 
season, so I think we have devel­
oped a good base to build upon. 
Though a .500 season isour goal, 
we’re not looking just to be com­
petitive. We want to gain some 
credibility by bcatihg one of our 
big opponents like Michigan, 
Michigan State, or Notre Dame."
Though practice begins in Oc­
tober, the regular season opener 
is not until January. The extended 
prescason practice stems from a 
shortage o f available practice fa­
cilities.
The club’s schedule will not be 
announced until mid-October. It 
will include approximately 15 
matches against local colleges 
such as Hope, Calvin, and Aqui­
nas, as well as Big 10 squads.
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G rand Valley Hockey Team 
Struggling for Deserved Respect
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
They are a team that finds rec­
ognition hard to come/by, who 
work quietly and oftdn without 
much support in terms of fans or 
finances, a relatively new sport 
struggling to make their way down 
the long road to respect-
But this is also an incredibly 
determined team— 23 players and 
a coach on a mission. Despite 
their disappointments and troub­
les along the way, there are men 
who have been with the program 
since the very beginning who 
deserve to, and should, see a high 
measure of success this year from 
this team that they have worked 
so hard to develop.
Doug Baily, Brendan Brosnan,
Paul Cote, Steve Johnson, Scott 
Mar/.olino, and Shamus O ’Keefe 
arc just six of the thirteen who 
have made GV hockey wfiat it is 
today, and each of them have 
added something unique to im­
prove their squad.
Baily is characterized as the 
tcamopumist, with teammate Kurt 
Rushmore commenting that, “we 
can be down by ten goals and 
Doug never gives up, always say­
ing that we’re still in the game.” 
On the ice, Baily is an imposing 
defenseman for the Lakers.
The team “madman" is 
Brosnan, who is a constant aggres­
sor on the ice and a constant source 
of comic relief off it. When op­
ponents meet up with Brosnan, 
(here’s no doubt that they’ve been 
hit “firmly”, and with the help of
teammate Mark Wiltz, they are a 
powerful 1-2 defensive punch.
What makes Brosnan even more 
special is the fact that he plays 
continihilly despite leftover inju­
ries from a severe leg break last 
season.
Cote is the silent member of 
the team, but Jus-plays make.abi& 
noise on the ice. Cote is a finesse 
player, having a Wayne Gretzky- 
style of play that makes him ca­
pable of scoring from just about 
anyw'hcrc.
Johnson will be a big contribu­
tor in the points column this year, 
as he is quick and always able to 
make the plays.
He is also in a sense "waiting in 
the wings,” slated to move up and
SeeHOCKEY p.15
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Griddcrs Mid-Terms
With the football team just past 
the midway point of the year, it is 
now time to evaluate the season 
to this point
A 6-0 record, averaging 41 
points and 459.7 yards per game, 
while giving up 13.8 points and 
only five points in conference 
games makes for a Dean’s List 
performance.
But, let’s take a closer look at 
our Lakers’performances thus far 
by position.
RUNNING BACKS: Isaiah 
, - Lipsey (62lyards) and Eric Lynch 
(10 rushing TD’s) are two o f the 
t .best Backups Steve Bruner and 
; Anthony Eyftns are capable re­
serves. GRADE: A-.
QUARTERBACKS: Jack 
Hull has a .720 completion per­
centage and Kobert Hunt is the 
best athlete at his position in the 
conference. They have thrown 
only two interceptions. GRADE: 
A.
W IDE RECEIVERS: Some 
say a weak spot for the Lakers. I 
don’t believe so, Ted Monken and 
Michael Short can hold their own 
with anyone. GRADE: B-.
TIGHT ENDS: Bob Mitchell 
and Alex Preuss are big, fast, good 
athletes. None belter in the 
GLIAC. GRADE: A.
OFFENSIVE LINE: David
Beebe, Andy Goeddeke, Bill 
McGory, Mark Smith, and Chris 
Tiede average 6 ’4 1/2" and 2824  
lbs. The Detroit Lions line aver­
ages 6*4" 280 lbs. Umm! 
GRADE: A.
DEFENSIVE LINE: Line 
coach Brian VanGordcr has made 
this unit incredible. Marc Bland, 
Jim Cramer, and Todd Tracey lead 
the way for a unit that givesQB’s 
nightmares. GRADE: A-.
LINEBACKERS: A solid, 
deep group that is two deep at all 
three positions. Robert Bell, 
Bryan Cook, and Charles Sippial . 
are big hitters. BaartDuffieldand, 
Rick Schmuckal provide speed. 
GRADE'B+.
DEFENSIVE BACKS: A fine 
blend o f youth and experience. 
Shamus O'Keefe and MikeSlaz- 
inski are leaders, while Todd 
Wood is playing All-Conference 
and James Butler is steadily im­
proving. GRADE: B.
SPECIAL TEAMS: Miguel 
“Money” Sagaro is 33 of 33 on 
PAT’s and 3 of 4 on field goals. 
The punting game lacks consis­
tency, while the return and cover­
age teams are stable. GRADE: 
B-.
COACHING STAFF: Head 
coach Tom Beck stated this is the 
best staff he has had in five years 
at GV. I agree, a hard working
staff that arc also great motiva­
tors. GRADE: A.
Up Next: Northern Michigan
As Philadelphia 76ers power 
forward Charles Barkley may say, 
‘the meek may inherit the earth, 
but they won’t get the ball,’ per­
tains to the Lakers next game.
Their will be no place for the 
meek in this game, so hide the 
children, and weak hearted people 
beware. To say this game will be 
hard hitting is an understatement.
For starters GV has lost 11 
consecutive games to Northern 
Michigan dating back to 1976 
when the Lakers last won 31-14.
In 1986 GV was 6-1 and trav­
elled to Northern only to lose 28- 
24 on a fourth quarter Wildcat 
rally. Lets hope history docs not 
repeat itself!
Call it a jinx, a funk, or failure, 
but this is the Lakers chance to 
end this 13 year hex. Northern is 
not as powerful as in recent years, 
but are still ft great football team 
that has a rich history.
Coupled with that fact, they 
have had two weeks to prepare 
for this war, which could be to 
our advantage or theirs. We will 
soon know!
The Laker offense is still tak­
ing at lcasta quarter to get rolling 
and need to work that out The 
GV coaches are working overtime 
on this game so they should be 
well prepared.
Last week I asked our fans to 
travel to Ferris State and they more 
then responded by being rowdy, 
obnoxious, and a big boost to our 
players. I do not even have to ask 
for that kind o f support this week­
end. :
GRAND VALLEY 28 
NORTHERN 20
CROSS ---------------------------------
From p. 12
very easily. Coach Gary Marlin 
added, “The team ran really well. 
We had good pack running.”
This Saturday, Martin will bring 
his Lakers home for the Grand 
Valley Invitational. Jhis invita­
tional will be at 10:00 a.m. for the 
women, and 10:45 for the men.
Out of the eight teams that par­
ticipated in the Southwestern In­
vitational, the Grand Valley men’s 
team took fifth place. A bright spot
for the Lakers in the Invitational 
was Eddie Kicssel.
Kicssel appeared to have recov­
ered very well from his illness, by 
finishing first for the Lakcis and 
21st overall with a time of 21:05. 
Another comback was John 
Barstis who didn’t run last week 
cither, because of sore legs. Barstis 
finished 5th for the Lakers, and 
54th overall, posting a time of 
28:48.
Coach Bill Clingcr was glad to 
see his runners return, “We felt 
good that Eddie Kicssel is back 
strong, and Pete Bodary is back,” 
said Clingcr.
Out of a total of 76 runners, the 
remaining top five for Grand Val­
ley were Pete Bodary (24 th, 
27:15), Brett Schafer (33rd, 
27:49), and,Jeff VanMctcr fin­
ished 53rd.
C R E W --------------------------------
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ver’s boat. The accident hurt 
Grand Valley because it added 
about 45 seconds to their time, 
which could have placed them in 
medals. This was fortunately 
Grand Valley’s last accident of the 
day.
Next the lightweight men’s 4+ 
(Box, Post, Hartsuff, Van Houtcn, 
Crocncnwclt) finished fourth of 
seven. The four was timed at 
13:05 and missed a bronzed by 
three seconds to Nebraska.
Grand Valley’s best perform­
ance came from the Mixed 8 
(Perakis, Groom, Morrill, Hansin- 
gcr, Cocnen, Socie, Barton, 
Dykstra, Dcline). The 8 (4 
women, 4 men) rowed to second 
place behind Cincinnati. After the 
race, the coxswain Dcline 
stated,’The crew ro.wcd so well; I 
was surprised because 1 thought 
they would tire after the bridge 
(Rose Park), but they responded
well to power calls each time we 
passed shells (3 total).” The crew, 
which started the race in last posi­
tion of an 11 boat field, was timed 
at 12: 43.
The Open Men’s 4+ (Hankins, 
Jaslifer, Shifford, Reynolds, 
Huey) was timed at 13:08. Faced 
with the toughest competition, this 
four, though it didn’t medal, im­
proved the place finish of ninth 
last year to sevcnthTTuiTycar.
In another strong Grand Valley 
perform ance, the Novice 
Women’s 8-A (Crocnenwald, 
Zapoli, Chaffee, Morrill, 
Houlihan, Ambrose, Mergener, 
Bono, Ccncich) pulled to bronze 
in a 13 boat field, which also con­
tained GV’s B boat(Hetfield, 
Abraham, Callahan, Ostrander, 
Scholtcn, Mullins, Fitchncr, 
Kuchn, Van Ijoutcn) that placed 
11 ih. The A boat was nicely paced 
by the stroke Bono and they ended
with an intense finish by pulling 
by a St. John’s boat. The A & B 
boats’ times were 14:15 and 16:12 
respectively.
To finish Grand Valley’s rac­
ing the Novice Men’s 4’s, light­
weight and heavyweight, raced in 
the largest field of the day— 21 
boats. The heavy four (Prcwoski, 
Wcstrick, Barnstable, Crcgcr, 
Huey) started in third position and 
Tvcrc limed at 13:25 for trsevcmtr 
place finish. The light 4+ (Vag- 
gian, Pcale, Zagacki, Krus, Bono) 
started at the 14th position and was 
timed at 14:11 for a 13th place 
finish. Both boats reported that 
they had a beautiful set.
Returning with three mcdaling 
boats and other promising fin­
ishes, the rowing team looks for­
ward to competing in the Jack 
Spcakmon Invitational on Octo­
ber 29th.
Dream Season Over;| 
World Series Starting
By Joe Lowden 
Lanthom Staff Writer
It has been a season one could 
only dream of, until it happened . 
. .  the 1989 baseball season has 
been packed with memories.
Who would've ever thought?
—  The Baltimore Orioles 
would come down to the last sc­
ries of the season, to seek the East 
division crown after their own 
drought of ’88?
—  A. Bartlett Giamanti would 
pass away?
— Nolan Ryan would’ve struck 
out 300, and get his 4,000th ca­
reer strikeout?
— The Chicago Cubs, predicted 
by many to lose near 100 games, 
would win the Eastern division 
crown?
— And Tommy Lasorda would 
lose weight?
However, reality finallysunk in 
during the League Championship 
Series. The Cindarclla teams, 
Blue Jays and Cubs, weren’t ex­
actly an overpowering challenge 
for the favored Bay area bomb­
ers- Oakland and San Francisco.
Boy do I mean bombers.
San Francisco and Oakland 
were hitting everything but the 
lotto in the playoffs. Will Clark 
was retired about as many times 
in the LCS, as the slumping Andre 
Dawson wasn’t.
Although the Cubs had a re­
spectable pitching staff going into 
the LCS, they didn’t show it. 
Mike Biclccki was the only Cub 
starter that kept the Cubs in the
game.
However, it was also the inex­
perience of the Cubs that defeated 
them. Greg Maddux cracked 
underpressure, Steve Wilson gave  ^
slugger Matt Williams a “meat- 
ball” that Williams deposited in . 
the bleachers, and the list keeps 
going - from bad baserunning to 
bad coaching.
The Oakland Athletics, on the 
other hand, have unfinished busi­
ness to settle. They were stunned 
last year, but judging from their 
playoff with the Blue Jays—  
they’re ready to demolish.
The Oakland A ’s, who 
phyically could easily be mis­
judged for the WWF, have solid 
defense, speed, and pitching.
It is the pitching o f the Oakland 
A ’s, with more experience than 
the Cubs had, that can stop Clark, 
Kevin Mitchell, and Matt Wil­
liams. . -______
Both teams aren’t exactly 
healthy. Carney Lansford and 
Walk Weiss aren’t at 100 percent 
for the A ’s, as Don Robinson, 
Scott Garrehs, and Will Clark 
have dcfincicly felt better.
This “Bay Scries” is going to 
be well worth the hours watching. 
The Giant’s Clark is on fire, but 
look at the A_’s. They have the 
homcficld advantage, Rickey 
Henderson and Jose Canseco arc 
playing like there is no tomorrow, 
and the A’s remember what hap­
pened in 1988.
The Oakland Athletics will be 
the champions in 1989, a season 
of memories.
SEEK AMD YE SHALL HMD
The Lanthorn Classifieds
Stop by The Lanthorn office in the Kirkhof Center to place an ad.
DJS ALL YOU CAN EATBU FFETMONDAY FROM 5pm - 9pm
ALLENDALE CENTER PLAZA 
6085 LAKE MICH1CAN DR. 
ALLENDALE
ONLY
$3.95
ARDEN’S
The Authorized 
Professional 
Photographic 
Headquarters 
of West Michigan
ARDEN’S
PHOTO«MART/AUDIO*V!SUAL, INC. m
1000 W. FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7881
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A View From The
By
Dave
Beaner
On September 7, Nolan Ryan 
struck out the side for the 300th 
time in his career. Yet another 
milestone for the greatest pitcher 
in the history of the game.
Michael Jordan was married 
September 2 to Juanita Vanoy, a 
30-ycar old Chicago resident. The 
couple has a 10-month old son 
named Jeffrey Michael.
Wade Boggs reached the 200 
hit plateau for the seventh straight 
season, breaking his old record of 
six. The league’s best right- 
handed hitter, Minnesota’s Kirby 
Puckett, reached that plateau again 
loo, marking the fourth straight 
season for him.
Card collectors take note! A 
Florida consulting firm calculated 
the retail baseball card market at 
$287 million, according to the 
November issue of Baseball Card 
Magazine. Not to be outdone, the 
football card market is exploding 
this fall as three card companies 
arc producing sets.
With the recent cut of former 
GVSU star Jeff Chadwick, no 
receiver from last year’s roster 
remains on this year’s Detroit 
Lions roster. Overall, there arc 
20 new faces on the 47 man roster 
who were not with the team last 
year.
Docs anybody really care that 
Grand Rapids hits a team in the 
Continental Basketball
Association (a.k.a., the NBA’s 
minor league system)? Wanna bet 
that its cheerleader tryouts, held 
at a local nightspot, will draw a 
bigger crowd than a Hoops’ home 
game?
It is conceivable that between 
the Lions and the Tigers they 
won’t win 60 games combined. It 
is also conceivable that the Pistons 
could win more games this season 
than M otown’s other two 
“powers” put together.
Hats off to MSU’s Spartans for 
their valiant effort against Miami 
the week before last. They had 
every reason to play poorly after 
losing a hard fought game to #1 
Notre Dame and losing their main 
weapon, Blake Ezor, to injury.
Five players who will be traded 
this winter and need a change of 
scenery badly: Dale Murphy, Eric 
Davis, Joe Carter, Wade Boggs, 
and Barry Bonds. Davis and 
Boggs may surprise a few, but a 
major housecleaning is under way 
in Cincy. Boston doesn’t want 
Boggs anymore, as evidenced by 
their trade of him to S t  Louis in 
August which was nullified by 
Tony Pena not clearing waivers. 
Besides, they need starting 
pitching worse than they need his 
bat in the lineup.
What are the old farts trying to 
prove? Not only arc sports fans 
being treated to the comeback of
George Foreman in the ring and 
the establishment of an Over 40 
professional baseball league, but 
now we learn that Mark Spitz is 
training for the 1992 Olympics.
Basketball fans need a strong 
knowledge of geography these 
days. American players are 
heading abroad to play in Europe 
and European players arc coming 
to the U.S. to display their talents. 
What docs all this mean? 
Advanced scouting for the 
Olympics as well as more foreign 
spending.
Just when you thought that 
Pistons’ tickets were over-priced 
already comes the news that only 
four NBA teams (the Knicks, 
Bulls, Celtics, and Lakers) are 
operating in the black. So look 
out for widespread stadium 
expansion and ticket price 
increases.
Surely hockey season isn’t 
starting again already is it?!?!
Jockeys everywhere took one 
on the chin recently when officials 
at Pimlico Race Course in 
Baltimore denied a jockey’s 
request to wear advertising 
endorsements on his pants. 
What’s next? Decals on the 
horses?! They’re already on 
steroids.
If I were the G.M.: Chuck 
Tanner would get the job as Reds’ 
manager (Jimmy the Greek was a 
close second), Dennis Green
VOLLEYBALL ---------------------
From p.13
continuing with her rehabilitation.
Julie Aldcrson returned from 
her injury this weekend, but Mary 
Linzic is out for her third week. 
Linzic was in for an x-ray on 
Monday and her situation could 
change.
The Grand Valley volleyball 
team is still trying to break the 
attendance record this season, and
Help Wanted
STAFF WANTED.  Work 
with youth who have special 
needs in a camp setting. Two 
weekends a month. Paid  
positions. Possible more work 
in the future. Great experience. 
Internships available. Contact 
Mark Habernas at Eagle  
Village. (616) 832-2234.
7-3tp
If you believe in team work & 
providing excellent customer 
service...W e are accepting  
applications for: full & 
part-time children's alpine ski
k board. Contact Steve K-P or 
vlarty at Crystal Mountain 
lesorL (616) 378-2911.
7-4tp
the promotional offers continue.
The team will gear up to go on 
a southern swing this weekend 
when they travel to Florida South­
ern University to participate in the 
FSU Tournament.
When they return, the ladies go 
back to work in the GLIAC. The 
team will travel to Hillsdale on 
Tuesday, October 17.
HOCKEY ---------------------------
From p.13
fill the empty spot that senior 
Rushmore’s departure will leave 
next season.
Marzolino is a true coach’s 
player, solid and dependable with 
a powerful shot to put points up 
for the Lakers. The team expects
big things from him this year, as 
Marzolino is coping much better 
with the new later practice time 
this season.
O’Keefe will join the team 
when football season ends, but his 
linebacker instincts slay with him 
through the winter, as teammates 
say he “hiis like a ton of bricks.”
would have got the Los 
A ngclesO aklandSacram cnto  
Raiders' helm, and Don Baylor 
would be named manager of the 
Cleveland Indians. BUT will 
Larry Brown leave the Spurs and 
pack his bags for Ann Arbor when 
Steve Fisher and his Wolverines 
drop one to Northwestern?
Even though my own Chicago 
Cubs haven’t knocked off the A ’s 
yet and won the World Scries, I 
feel compelled to be the first to 
announce those long-awaited 
awards for the best in each league: 
National League
• MVP: Will Clark
• Cy Young: Greg Maddux
• Manager: Don Zimmer
American League
• MVP: Ruben Sierra
• Cy Young: Dave Stewart
• Manager: Tony LaRussa
Here’s to hoping that no strike
takes place next year in Major 
League Baseball and that the 
season will be as exciting as this 
one was.
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O’Keefe plays with a lot of heart 
and is a force to be reckoned with 
for Grand Valley.
Of course, no team is complete 
without a coach, and the Lakers 
have one to fit their aggressive, 
competitive style o f play. Scou 
Bylsma is at the helm of this team, 
and brings with him a wealth of 
experience. Bylsma played four 
seasons at Bowling Green, where 
they racked up three CCHA and 
one national championship, and 
then coached at Grand Rapids 
Central before coming to Grand 
Valley. Bylsma is newly, hap-
ALLENDALE MEADOWS - 
14x70, 2 bedroom, 2 bath 
m obile home featuring all 
appliances, air conditioning, 
built-in hutch, 10x20 shed 
w ith  w ork b en ch , and 
e le c tr ic ity . V ery w ell 
maintained, priced to sell 
quickly. FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CALL 
(616) 842-8067 
7-1 tp
>RTNC, BREAK 12211 - 
d iv id u a l or stu d en t  
ganization needed to promote 
ir Spring Break trips. Earn 
oney, free trips and valuable 
;perience. APPLY NOW!! 
ill Inter-Campus Programs: 
1-800-327-6013.
• 7-5tp
Fiction, Poetry, and Art editors 
for the student literary review, 
A m aranthus. W e seek  
intelligent people, willing to 
work hard, who love the arts. 
A pply  to the E nglish  
Department, 101 Lake Superior 
Hall. Include in application the 
reason you'd like to be a 
member o f the staff, what 
contribution you feel you can 
make, and your name, address, 
and phone number.
7-ltp
THINK SPRING - Out-going? 
Well-organized? Promote & 
Escort our FLORIDA SPRING 
BREAK trip. GOOD PAY & 
FUN. Call Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264. 
Recreation T-2tp
Flying H orseshoe Ranch, 
Ride with or without a guide in 
beautiful Yankee Springs 
Recreation Area. Open 7 days 
a week, 9am-7pm. $2 o ff  
Monday through Friday before
?pm. H o r s e ____D r a w n
Hayrides for up to 25 people 
per wagon with reservation and 
deposit. Flying Horseshoe 
Ranch, Middleville - 795-7119.
2-6tfc
Clubs
A A Meeting - Alcoholics 
Anonym ous m eets every  
Friday at noon in the Cove 
Room o f Kirkhof Center. 
Interested persons should 
contact the counseling center.
2-13tp
For Sale
For Sale - 78 Pontiac Sunbird - 
excellent runner, good gas 
mileage, AM/FM stereo with 
tape deck, $800 or best offer. 
Call 895-7804.
7-ltfn
It's a new year -  get a good 
start — buy a new car. 1981 
Subaru, standard, 33mpg, 
dependable transportation for 
only $650. Call 895-5213.
7-Ufh-
Services
Term papers, resumes, letters, 
etc. Accurate, professional, 
reliable, reasonable. 532-2960,
l-20tp
Need T-shirts, sweatshirts, 
hats, or jerseys? Call 
OLLIEWEAR Screenprint!!! 
Custom artwork, fast service, 
low prices. Call Frank at 
895-5563.
6-ltfn
Tennis Team 
Hopes For 
Best Season
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
Although the women’s tennis 
team went down in defeat last 
weekend, they still have a chance 
at reaching what at the beginning 
of the season was perceived to be 
an unreachable goal— going over 
.500 in the conference.
A combination of a slightly 
better team, an away match, and 
some very cold and windy weather 
proved to be the downfall in the 
7-2 loss to the Cardinals, but they 
are eagerly looking ahead to Sun­
day when they host Oakland Uni­
versity at 10 a.m.
“I think we have a belter than 
even chance of beating Oakland 
on Sunday,” coach Tim Suther­
land said of their hopes of com­
piling a winning conference sea­
son.
Their hopes are especially 
boosted by the play of first doubles 
team of Tina Blachut and Nancy 
Siemion, who played their best 
match of the season last weekend 
according to Sutherland. “I de­
mand a lot from them as they are
See TENNIS p. 16
pily married, but always makes 
time to carry the Lakers to points 
of success that they haven’t seen 
before.
Bylsma has guided this squad 
to a new turning point, one where 
they will hopefully be able to
make the transition into being a
successful, respected team and a 
positive representative o f Grand 
Valley. For those who have slayed 
tough with the Laker hockey pro­
gram through all the frustrating 
times, the success can’t come soon 
enough.
Personals
The Dream__ Team, is in
effect: 15-1,13-15,15-13. Hey 
Craig, Matt and Aaron - 
Somebody bring us a piece of 
chicken! Any reply?
7-ltfn
O.K. W e humbly admit defeat. 
Any idea how we can get rid of 
the 'Mizuno' imprinted on our 
foreheads?
7-ltfn
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  
wanted for the Lanthorn.
$3 qo fnr the firsLTS words.-----
150 for each additional word. 
$1.00 for border. All ads must 
be prepaid. The Lanthorn 
office is in the lower level o f 
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to 
The Lanthorn, Grand Valley 
State University, Allendale, MI 
49401. Deadline is six days 
prior to publication (Thursday 
at 5pm). Special GVSU 
Student rate: $1.00 for 
th e  f ir s t  10 w o r d s ,  
(Minimum charge).
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WEEK #5
□ Detroit at Tampa Bay □
□ Green Bay at Minnesota □
□ Houston at Chicago □
□ Indianapolis at Denver □
□ Kansas City at L.A. Raiders □
□ Miami at Cincinnati □
□ New England at Atlanta □
□ N.Y. Jets at New Orleans □
□ Philadelphia at Phoenix □
□ Pittsburgh at Cleveland □
□ San Francisco at Dallas □
□ Seattle at San Diego □
□ Washington at N.Y. Giants □
□ Michigan at Michigan State □
□ Oklahoma at Texas □
□ Ohio State at Indiana □
□ WMU at Central Michigan □
□ UCLA at Arizona □
□ Houston at Texas A & M □
□ Illinois at Purdue □
(tie breaker)
□□ Northern Michigan at Grand Valley
Total Points...
1. Fill out die entry blank by picking your choice for die winner of each 
game. (Check only one box per game)
2. Pick die winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in that 
game.
3. Print your name, address, phone number and the time you're available on 
Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpick* die “Football Foursome” will get his or her 
name put in the peper for that particular week. The top challenger will be 
spotlighted that week.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Lanthom  offices in the "Football 
Challenge” box. The Lanthom  will not be responsible for lost or misplaced 
entries.
6. A $10 fee will be charged for an appeal on an entry. The fee will only be 
returned if the challenger is declared a winner. All entries become the 
property of The Lanthom.
7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a pair of tickets to 
die game of their choice of their favorite sports team. The drawing will be 
held on or about January 11,1990. All winners will be notified.
S. The contest is open to all OVSU students, faculty and staff, excluding 
those who work for The Lanthom.
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5P.M.
NAME
ADDRESS 
PHONE —
BEST TIME TO CALL ON MONDAY
FOOTBALL FOURSOME
Put him on the D.L. What do you mean, he's already on the D.L. Joe "D.L." 
Lowden was tops last week with 16 winners. His upset pick of Texas Tech was 
enough to top E.C. for this week. E.C. kept in stride when the Patriots came 
through for him. Sarah and Tim are struggling, but are within strikjhg distance. 
One good week by anyone will change the whole story. Well, lets look at this
w eek  s p icks.
Sarah Stinson Tim Syrck Joe Lowden Eric Nictling
Professional 43,-79(54.4%) 41-79(51.9% ! 50-79 ( f o m  47-79(59.5%)
Detroit at Tampa Bay Buccaneers Buccanners Buccaneers Buccaneers
Green Bay at Minnesota Vikings Vikings Vikings Packers
Houston at Chicago Bears Bears Bears Bears
Indianapolis at Denver Colts Colts , Broncos Broncos
Kansas City at L.A. Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders Chiefs
Miami at Cincinati Bengals Bengals Bengals Bengals
New England at Atlanta Patriots Patriots Patriots Patriots
N.Y. Jets at New Orleans Saints Saints Saints Saints
Philadelphia at Phoenix Eagles Eagles Eagles Eagles
Pittsburgh at Cleveland Browns Browns Browns Browns
San Francisco at Dallas 49ers 49ers 49ers 49ers
Seattle at San Diego Seahawks Seahawks Chargers Chargers
Washington at N.Y. Giants Giants Giants Giants Giants
C ollege
Michigan at Michigan State Michigan Michigan MSU MSU
Oklahoma at Texas Oklahoma Oklahoma Oklahoma Oklahoma
Ohio State at Indiana Ohio State Ohio State Ohio State Ohio State
WMU at Central Michigan WMU WMU WMU CMU
UCLA at Arizona UCLA UCLA UCLA UCLA
Houston at Texas A&M Houston Houston Houston Houston
Illinois at Purdue Illinois Illinois Illinois Illinois
TENNIS ___________________
Fromp. 15
both very talented and they played 
really very well," praised Suther­
land.
If the steady, strong play con­
tinues from Blachut and Sicmipn 
as well as the rest of the team, 
they will be looking at a good 
position going into the conference 
meet less than three weeks away, 
as well as against OU on Satur­
day.
V  >11 i v  a s i u i c  e n o u g h  lo  d i ' i c i i s s  f h v  
p h i l o s o p h i c a l  r a m i f i c a t i o n s  o l  
V iv K  >r I r a n k l V i ' . x i s i e n l i a J  \ u a j u n f
A n d  v o i i ' i v  s i i i l  s m o k i n g
>
l l l l l f l
Free Haircut, Color or Perm !
Men and Women needed for a Redken and Paul Mitchell 
Professional Hair Seminar to  demonstrate the latest hairstyles, 
your chance to-get a great new look from top international hair designers.^ 
5 a part o f the Midwest's largest hair and fashion show November 4 - 6  
at Devos Hall and the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel, 
all in exchange for your time.
For more information, call Gndy or Kirk 
atMalys 
(616)942-0060
mm
$1000 PRIZE MONEY 
4500FIRST PRIZE
'i..;: Vpftvflw r mm m M h  h Urn Stmh»t itlMfhs Offke
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4th 
9:00 p.m.
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
FIELD HOUSE ARENA
For more information call 895-3295 
Funded by the Student Lift Fee
